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There are certain places that attract success. Penthouses for instance – inner city luxury apartments that come 
with street cred, minimalist designer interiors and a social life to die for. Then there are Estates. Older, wiser 
versions of inner city glamour, where the living is easy, the space more and the style comfortable. You might say 
it’s more single malt Whiskey than Mojito. Of course, not all single malts are created equal…

L ombardy Estate and Health 
Spa near Pretoria is a unique 
blend of style and status. 
Situated on almost 100 hectares 

of indigenous landscaping, flowing water 
and extended green spaces, it offers a 
simpler life. A move not only to the right 
address, but also  the right attitude 
towards life. 

In fact, so much so, that respected 
businessman Leo Haese – Chairman of  
the Leo Haese Group which includes Leo 
Haese BMW and various Property 
Portfolios – didn’t just buy one property 
on the estate, but four. ‘It was my dream 
to be able to give each of my children 
access to such a lifestyle,’ he says. ‘The 
nature, the architecture, the style, the 
security and of course being able to leave 
them all with a long term investment is a 
blessing and a gift. Soon, Lombardy 
Estate will be an exclusive estate in a 
mini-hub of Pretoria, a country getaway 
with all the benefits of living in a city.’

The architecture is the first attraction 
for most homeowners and one of the main 
draw cards. Not just because it ‘outshines 
everything else in the area,’ according to 
property developer of luxury homes and 
homeowner Danie Crous – but also 
because of the quality workmanship, the 
maximising of privacy and the expansion 
of free-flowing space throughout. 

As a reinterpretation of the classic 
horizontal and vertical elements designed 
by architect Frank Lloyd Wright, the 
architectural style at Lombardy is organic 

For more information on the townhouses, 
boutique homes and stands still available 
at Lombardy Estate, please phone Colette 
Schönborn on 082 457 5818, Donovan 
Lallyett on 082 940 9265, Ronél van 
der Linde on 082 787 9138 or email 
info@lombardyestate.co.za
www.lombardyestate.co.za

Townhouses from R975 000 | Boutique homes from R2.5m | Stands from R900 000 
(Prices correct at date of submission to press.)

There is more to Lombardy Estate than 
meets the eye. Peace of mind is captured 
in a state-of-the-art security system, the 
added luxury of a stylish 5-Star boutique 
hotel and conference centre, and the   
Spas of Distinction health spa which        
is scheduled to open in 2011, all add to      
the overall experience of living on 
Lombardy Estate. 

For Pieter and Anneliesa Grobler, 
owners of upmarket and well-respected 
House of Hair salons in Pretoria, it is their 
‘country retreat in the city.’ For them it is 
a place of tranquillity and peace.            
Of stylishly living with like-minded 
individuals – those who have reached a 
certain place in their lives – people who 
move in the right circles.

in nature, spacious throughout and 
adapted to fit our modern conveniences.  
It is lifestyle meets classic style – an 
open-ended affair that draws the 
manicured landscaping right into your 
living area. 

To achieve this, the developer 
commissioned international architects 
WATG, award-winning local architect 
SAOTA, and QTS Architects. ‘The Estate 
looks great! The Developer has made 
serious progress on site. Lombardy Estate 
is now living up to our vision and we are 
very proud to have been involved in 
creating these homes.  Once finished, this 
will be a high quality product," says Greg 
Truen of Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen 
Architects (SAOTA).

A MOVE 
IN THE RIGHT 
CIRCLES


